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Fig.1 Hidasuki pattern on Bizen stoneware

From the mysteries of producing red colors in traditional Japanese Bizen
stoneware to iron-oxidizing bacteria for lithium ion batteries, Professor
Jun Takada is at the forefront of research on innovative iron oxide
nanomaterials.

Professor Jun Takada is at the Graduate School of Natural Science and
Technology at Okayama University. "I spent thirty years investigating
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how craftsman were able to render the beautiful red colors in Bizen and
Arita pottery," explains Takada. "This research revealed the important
role of iron oxide particles for producing the colors. I am now working
on innovative applications of nanometer scale iron oxide materials
produced by 'iron-oxidizing bacteria'. I have made a transition from fine
ceramics and Bizen stoneware to fuel cells and biotechnology!"

Bizen ware has a history of more than a thousand years. The pottery has
distinctive 'hidasuki' or 'fire-marked' reddish-brown colors(Fig.1) and is
produced using iron rich clay mined from rice fields in the Bizen area of
Okayama Prefecture. Intriguingly, the red colors are rendered by
wrapping straw around the stoneware and not by glazing. But why does
the straw, which was originally used to separate pieces of stoneware in
kilns, produce the red colors where the straw is in contact with the
surface of the clay?

  
 

  

Fig.2 Al-substituted iron oxide for novel red pigment.

"Our research showed the Bizen clay had a high content of iron lesser
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concentrations of other elements including silicon, calcium, magnesium,
and sodium," explains Takada. "The red patterns are produced by the
precipitation of corundum (α-Al2O3) followed by the formation of
hermatite (α-Fe2O3) around it during the cooling process."

More specifically, potassium in the straw reduces the melting point of
the surface of the Bizen clay, which leads to the formation of an
approximately 50 micrometer thick liquid in the surface of the hot clay,
where the aforementioned reactions occur. Furthermore, the research
identified the formation of sandwich like crystals of α-Fe2O3/α-
Al2O3/α-Fe2O3 particles during the reaction in the slow cooling.(Fig.1)

"The main outcome of the research was the importance of hematite in
formation of the hidasuki-red patterns," says Takada. "We also found a
relationship between the growth of hematite particles and the color of
the resulting Bizen ware."

Takada and colleagues also produced so called Al-substituted hematite,
where the substitution of Al suppressed grain growth of hematite and the
tone color became stronger with increasing aluminum.(Fig.2) They
found that particles of about 100 nm produced yellowish red, and larger
particles sizes led to red and eventually dark purple colors. This research
finally enabled the researchers to produce hematite based powders that
do not contain hazardous elements such as chrome or lead, and there by
increases the range of applications of these materials, especially
producing Aka-e decoration on the over glazed Arita ware.
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Fig.3 Novel red-colored iron oxide

Inspired by his research on hematite and iron oxide particles for
producing red colors, Takada initiated new research on the preparation
of nanostructure tubes and fibers of iron oxides—known as biogenous
iron oxides (BIOX)(Fig.3)—produced by so-called iron-oxidizing
bacteria. "The yellowish brown precipitate found in a groundwater
spring is due to the presence of extracellular fibrous bundles produced
by iron oxidizing bacteria such as Leptothrix ochracea," says Takada.
"Our research shows that this otherwise useless looking material has
some extremely important applications." Indeed, research by Takada on
the physical properties of the BIOX matrix showed this iron oxide to
have an amorphous state made of organic/inorganic hybrid structure of
~3 nm sized nanoparticles of a many different elements including
carbon, phosphorous, silicon, and iron.
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Important applications of BIOX include as an anode material of Li-ion
batteries, catalysts, color pigmentation, and innovation based on this
materials high affinity to human cells. "Our studies on the formation of
BIOX show that extracellular secretion of bacterial polymers triggers
deposition and binding of aquatic inorganics such as Fe, Si, and P, which
results in the unique organic/inorganic hybrid," says Takada. "This low
cost BIOX is an eco-friendly and nontoxic functional material with a
wide range of applications, including producing fine ceramics and arts,
which are the roots of this research."

  More information: T. Ema, et al, "Robust porphyrin catalysts
immobilized on biogenous iron oxide for the repetitive conversions of
epoxides and CO2 into cyclic carbonates", Green Chemistry, 15 , 2485,
(2013) 

H. Hashimoto, et al, "Nano-micrometer-architectural acidic silica
preparaed from iron oxide of Leptothrix ochracea origin", Applied
Materials & Interfaces, 5, 5194, (2013).

H. Ishihara, et al, "Initial parallel arrangement of extracellular fibrils
holds a key for sheath frame construction by Leptothrix sp. strain
OUMS1", Minerals, 3, 73, (2013).
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